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Introduction

Commercial games have now existed in over 40 years

Video games have gone from being a small niche to 
become major part of modern entertainment industry

Video games are now being played by “everyone”

Video games are now available “everywhere”

Game technology develops fast 
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Progress in Game 
Technology
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The beginning
1947: Patent for Cathode ray tube 
amusement device

1952: OXO tic-tac-toe for EDSAC

1958: Tennis for Two on analog computer 
using an oscilloscope.

1961: Spacewar! on PDP-1 computer (MIT)

1972: Pong - first commercial successful 
video game - arcade machine - developed 
by Atari
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1970s
Simple 2D gameplay

Single or few developers 
doing coding, audio, gfx.

Often b/w graphics, 
simple sound, simple 
physics.

Hardware: Arcade, 
Odyssey 200, Atari VCS/
2600, Custom handheld, 
Apple II, Commodore 
Pet...  

Spacewar!

Astroid
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1980s
Better graphics, animation 
and sound

Bigger development teams 
(up to 10) with specialized 
roles

Maturing industry and new 
franchises 

Longer and more complex 
games
Hardware: Arcade, Vic-20, ZX 81/
Spectrum, C64, Dragon, Oric, Amstrad, 
Amiga, PC, NES, Sega MasterSystem, 

Game Boy...   

Prince of Persia

Super Mario Bros

Final Fantasy
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1990s
3D accelerated graphics

CDROM

Decline of arcades

Bigger development teams 
(150) w/more focus on art

Mobile phone gaming

Long games (150hours+)

Multiplayer online games
Hardware: Super Nintendo, Mega Drive, 
Atari Jaguar, Sega Saturn, Playstation, 

Nintendo 64, PC     

Mario 64 (N64)

Metal Gear Solid (PSX)

Final Fantasy VII (PSX)
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2000...
Photo realistic 3D graphics

Improved physics and AI

Focus on massive 
multiplayer online games

Large dev.teams: 250+

New input controls:

Camera, motion, touch

Casual games (facebook)

New business models
Hardware: PS2, XBOX, Gamecube, 
Nintendo Wii, XBOX 360, PS3, Nintendo 

DS, PSP, PC, iPhone/iPad, Android...     

World of warcraft

Halo (XBOX)

Uncharted (PS3)
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Progress in game 
technology
Graphics: From b/w 2D to photo-realistic animated 3D 

Physics: From simple physics to complex realistic inter-
object behavior and dynamic environments

AI: From simple movements to intricate non-playable 
characters

Sound: From simple beeps to multi-layered dynamic audio

Size/Complexity: From 1 hour gameplay to 300+ hours of 
varying gameplay with interactive story telling

Multiplayer: From 1 or 2 players to millions of players

Art: From simple 8x8 pixel art to complex 3D art
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Challenges related to    
Progress of Game Technology
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Violence in video games

1976: Huge debate in the US 
about violence in video games 
with the release of Death Race.

The game was removed from 
the marked.

 In the Philippines, a similar 
debate made arcade games 
illigal by law in 1981.
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Forbidden forest: 1983 Mortal Kombat: 1992Barbarian: 1988

Wolfenstein 3D: 1992 Doom: 1993 Quake: 1996

Development of violence in 
video games
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Carmageddon 
(1997 - 2001)

Illegal in Brazil, and 
temporary illegal in 
England and 
Germany. 

In most other 
countries: 18years+
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Grand Theft Auto 
(1997 - 2008)

Illegal in the Emirates 
Norwegian child and 
family minister Laila 
Dåvøy tried to forbid 
import of the game in  
2002
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Violence/killings and games

Empirical studies show that video games affects 
aggressive behavior, aggressive thoughts, aggressive 
affect and loss of empathy [Anderson et al.] 

Qualitative studies show little effect of video games

Counter-Strike have been directly associated to real 
murders on players they lost for in online games

A taxi-driver in Thailand was killed by a teenager 
recreating a scene from Grand Theft Auto

A 17-year-old killed a 14-year-old with a hammer 
inspired by the game manhunt in England
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Why violence in video games 
will be an increasing problem?

Graphics closer to reality (including 3D)

First-person perspective (not indirect control)

Real physics and animation

Human-like AI and facial expressions

Physical input: Camera, motion sensors

Human players visualized in the game

Body/Brain computer interface 

Games react to emotions/body events
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Worst case scenario:       
The ultimate killing simulator

Very realistic 3D graphics rendering real-life 
scenarios (everyday situations)

Game controlled by full 3D body scanning 
and sensor controlled weapons

Natural and realistic physics and AI-behavior

Brain/body interface to sense the player’s 
emotions (brainwaves, heartbeat, breathing, 
sweat...)

Realistic physical feedback
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WARNING: The next movie 
clip can be disturbing...
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Call of Duty: Modern 
Warefare 2: No Russian level
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Opportunities with new 
Game Technology
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New opportunities with game 
technology: Serious Games

Advergames: Use games for advertising

Edutainment: Combine education and entertainment

Exergaming: Games to improve physical fitness

Game-based learning/Game-based teaching

Newsgames: journalistic games that report news

Simulation games: Interactive sim of real-life/-process

Persuasive games: Ethic/politic/religious games

Games for health: Physical training or therapeutic games 
(elderly games/geriatric games)  
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Learning from Playing 
Entertaining Games

Playing non-serious games can give positive effects:
Learning language through story telling and inter-
player communication (Adventure and MMORPGs)
Learn history, improve reactions/coordination, learn 
real-life skills (driving, planning, use of resources...) 
Learn management skills (MMORPG)
Learn social skills (MMORPG)
Learn to design and create
...
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Example: Little Big Planet 
Design: Play, Create, Share
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Game technology research 
at IDI where I’m involved...

Lecture Games Project:

Use game development in SE project to improve students 
effort in exercises

Use games during lecture to improve student participation 
and socialization

Use multiplayer online games instead of exercises

MOOSES: Social multiplayer games for promoting organizations 

MOSS: Pervasive games for socialization and familiarization

BrainInterface: Therapeutic games for                       
concentration and emotion control
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Smart use of 
Game Technology:

Example of an           
In-game-real-person     
Full-body-controlled

Video game
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Kung-Fu Live

Players engage in playing this game entirely 
at their own risk. In no event shall the 
Publisher or the Developer be liable for any 
personal or bodily injury (including death or 
disability) or property damage arising out of or 
incurring in connection with playing this game
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Kung-Fu Live (camera input)
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Conclusion

Game technology develops fast and opens for new 
opportunities

Focus areas of development in the future: Physics, AI, 
player input methods, and player feedback

Games of the future will impact the player much more 
than today:

This can be used positive in serious games and open 
for new types of entertainment

Can also be used for negative purposes...  
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